INTRODUCING THE 2016 NX

NX 200t
235-horsepower, 2.0-liter turbocharged direct-injection gasoline engine; aggressive exterior design including an iconic Lexus spindle grille, LED daytime running lights and optional 18-inch wheels; available Remote Touchpad and bold interior styling. Front-wheel drive or available all-wheel drive.

NX 200t F SPORT
Turbocharged performance, exclusive F SPORT features including an F SPORT-tuned suspension, bold front fascia with exclusive mesh grille, black exterior mirrors, G-force and turbo-boost gauges, paddle shifters, machined-finish wheels and F SPORT seats with enhanced bolsters. Front-wheel drive or available all-wheel drive.

NX 300h
Lexus Hybrid Drive System with a 2.5-liter Atkinson-cycle engine and 33-MPG combined rating (FWD), concealed exhaust tips, active damping control for superior ride comfort and handling response, and available Premium Triple-Beam LED headlamps. Front-wheel drive or available all-wheel drive.
FIND YOUR EDGE.

There’s progressive design, and there’s design that’s pushed to the leading edge. That’s where you’ll find the NX. From the technological innovations of the turbocharged NX 200t, to the dynamic design of the F SPORT, to the exceptional combined fuel economy rating* (FWD) of the Hybrid, the Lexus NX goes beyond everything you thought a crossover SUV could be.
MULTIFACETED PERFORMANCE

Going beyond utility means looking at everything from a different angle. From the exterior design, where faceted lines flow dramatically from edge to edge. To the interior, where you’ll be connected to intuitive technologies and surrounded by purposeful design.

Proving there’s more than one way to elicit a reaction, the 2016 NX offers multiple levels of performance. The 235-horsepower, turbocharged NX 200t offers eye-opening acceleration, while the NX Hybrid boasts efficiency that’s as desirable as its styling. And, for those who crave added adrenaline, the NX 200t F SPORT invigorates the driver and commands the road with a more dynamic sport-tuned suspension, a distinctive front fascia, and steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters that help you make the most of the turbocharged engine.
Combining head-turning style with a highly efficient 33-MPG combined rating\(^1\) (FWD), the NX Hybrid pushes innovation to new heights. In addition to a more refined ride offered by its exclusive damping control system, it boasts available full LED headlamps and striking rear LEDs that ensure you’re noticed—coming or going.
CAPTIVATING DESIGN
Stunning from the most dramatic exterior line to the smallest interior detail, the NX makes a statement that can’t be ignored. Outside, you’ll find unique door-handle LEDs that offer a sophisticated invitation to the cabin. While inside, bolstered seating holds you tightly in place through every curve.
Offering a more contemporary take on craftsmanship, the NX pairs distinctive stitching along the seating and sculpted dash with striking details like brushed metallic accents. Balancing its modern style with refined luxury, available amenities like perforated leather trim and a heated leather-trimmed steering wheel provide comfort as stirring as its design.
The NX offers a whole new way to experience the everyday. Passengers will enjoy the ample legroom of its stadium-like rear seats that offer available first-in-class power-folding and -reclining functionality. Up front, available heated and ventilated front seats have separate heaters and fans in the seat cushions for a more personalized level of comfort. Going even further beyond the expected, an available expansive moonroof with unique outer-sliding design provides an impressive feeling of spaciousness while allowing more interior headroom than conventional moonroofs.
WIDE-OPEN POSSIBILITIES

Whether you’re enjoying the convenience of its five-door access or strapping gear to the available cross bars and roof rails,16 the NX is the ideal companion for any urban adventure. A folding and reclining6 rear seat with 60/40 split helps you make the most of the 54.6 cubic feet (53.7 cubic feet in NXh) of cargo area,9 where you’ll also find an auto-retracting tonneau cover. And with the available power rear door, you’ll find your NX is always ready for whatever the future holds.
TURBOCHARGED POWER

While some automakers outsource their turbochargers, Lexus engineers spent years researching, developing and refining the turbocharger in the NX 200t. Making the most of every cubic inch of its 2.0-liter engine, it relies on advanced twin-scroll technology and the ability to seamlessly move between conventional and Atkinson cycles, pairing quick acceleration with greater efficiency.
EFFICIENCY THAT EXHILARATES

33-MPG-RATED HYBRID

The NX doesn’t just take design to new heights. Building on our history of providing industry-leading eco-technologies, the NX 300h is the latest Lexus to raise the bar in the hybrid category, boasting a remarkable 33-MPG combined rating\(^{4}\) (FWD) and virtually seamless acceleration. This is the new face of innovation—delivered in a striking package.
ALL-WEATHER DRIVE

There’s no need to sacrifice style—or opportunity—when you have the Lexus all-wheel drive system. With available AWD, the NX and NX F SPORT keep the door to opportunity wide open by monitoring vehicle and road conditions to predict your path. If wheelspin is detected, it can deliver up to 50% of available torque to the rear wheels. On the NX Hybrid, the available electronic AWD system features an additional electric motor to deliver instantaneous torque to the rear wheels, only when it’s needed.
Providing a fresh perspective on the road ahead, the NX offers a variety of attention-grabbing elements including Premium Triple-Beam LED headlamps. They introduce a dramatic theme of style with functionality that continues inside, where a full-color LCD display within the gauge cluster enables you to view incoming calls, current song titles and more. These are just a few among many innovations that command your attention today—and attend to your commands tomorrow.
LEXUS ENFORM

THE NEXT LEVEL OF CONNECTIVITY

Lexus Enform, our available suite of branded connected services, consists of five products, each of which offers unique ways to enhance the driving experience. With a complimentary first year of service—entertainment, convenience and peace of mind are now within reach.

SAFETY CONNECT

Lexus Enform Safety Connect offers you the peace of mind of knowing that assistance can be there when you need it most. Whether you’re involved in a collision and unable to call for help, your vehicle is stolen, or there is some other type of emergency, assistance can be sent directly to your vehicle’s GPS location.

SERVICE CONNECT

Our new Lexus Enform Service Connect offers remote access to information about your vehicle’s status and maintenance needs. Easily accessed through LexusDrivers.com or the My Lexus and Beyond mobile app, you can get information on everything from your vehicle’s fuel level and mileage to maintenance alerts and vehicle health reports.

REMOTE

The Lexus Enform Remote mobile app can remotely start the engine, lock and unlock doors, check the status of doors and windows as well as your fuel level, and can help find your vehicle’s location in a parking lot. And, should you loan your Lexus to another driver, you can receive instant alerts if, for example, a preset speed or mile limit is exceeded.

DESTINATIONS

Lexus Enform Destinations offers convenient 24-hour, en-route navigation assistance from a live response center agent who can help you find locations and automatically upload the destinations to your available Navigation System. Planning a trip? You can also search, save and upload destinations from the comfort of your home or office.

APP SUITE

The Lexus Enform App Suite offers access to your favorite mobile applications through your vehicle’s center-console display. After downloading the app on your compatible smartphone, you can search local listings, stream music, place restaurant reservations and buy movie tickets—all from the center-console display.

SERVICE CONNECT

Our new Lexus Enform Service Connect offers remote access to information about your vehicle’s status and maintenance needs. Easily accessed through LexusDrivers.com or the My Lexus and Beyond mobile app, you can get information on everything from your vehicle’s fuel level and mileage to maintenance alerts and vehicle health reports.

DELIVERY AND TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS

To help you get the most out of these and other Lexus features, a Vehicle Delivery Specialist will walk you through nearly every setting and function you desire. And to answer questions that arise after delivery, a Vehicle Technology Specialist can offer expert guidance in person or without you ever leaving the driveway via camera-enabled iPad apps like FaceTime. Learn more about these complimentary services at lexus.com/specialists.
LEXUS PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM

Immerse yourself in dynamic sound with the available 10-speaker Lexus Premium Sound System. Featuring HD Radio™, you’ll experience exceptional sound on more than 2,000 stations. Like a song that’s playing but missed the artist or name? With radio caching, you can replay up to the last 20 minutes of content or simply tag the song to automatically remind yourself the next time you connect to iTunes®.
BLIND SPOT MONITOR

To help you change lanes with confidence, the available Blind Spot Monitor is designed to detect and warn you of vehicles approaching or positioned in the adjacent lanes. And when you’re backing out of a parking spot, the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert is designed to notify you of approaching vehicles that might be out of camera view.

PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM

The available Pre-Collision System (PCS) is engineered to detect an imminent frontal collision and, while retracting the front seatbelts, automatically prepares Brake Assist to help provide increased braking pressure the moment you step on the brake pedal.

DYNAMIC RADAR CRUISE CONTROL

To help you maintain a preset distance from the vehicle traveling ahead, the available Dynamic Radar Cruise Control uses radar technology to detect the speed of the vehicle in front of you. If your NX gets too close to the vehicle ahead, the throttle is automatically reduced and the brakes are applied. As soon as the road ahead clears, the NX returns to its preset speed.

BACKUP CAMERA WITH GRIDLINES

The NX backup camera features dynamic gridlines so you can see your approximate path when turning the steering wheel. And available Intuitive Parking Assist utilizes sensors located on the bumpers to send visual and auditory warnings to indicate when and where the NX is in close proximity to other cars, making parking a breeze.

TAMING THE URBAN JUNGLE.
To help you arrive sooner, Lexus provides an industry-first subscription-free Traffic and Weather service with standard HD Radio. This feature offers up-to-date information on road congestion and changing weather conditions on the main display.

**REMOTE TOUCHPAD**

Equal parts functionality and form, the available Remote Touchpad is more than a way to access multimedia, climate control and more. Featuring ample touch surface area, pulsation feedback and intuitive operation via pinch, swipe and flick gestures just like your smartphone, the touchpad found in the NX offers innovation at your fingertips.

**BLUETOOTH® AUDIO**

In addition to easily transferring phone numbers to your vehicle, and placing and ending calls with the touch of a button, Bluetooth® audio technology offers the convenience of accessing and controlling your compatible device’s entire music library and even streaming audio from websites and apps—all while your device remains in your pocket or purse.

**3-D NAVIGATION**

This available voice-activated system can map millions of points of interest across the country and can display information in English, French and Spanish. And, in addition to offering up-to-date traffic and weather information, 3-D city views, and simulated views of approaching highway junctions, it can display the current speed limit and can automatically identify nearby fuel stations if you begin to run low on fuel.

**SIRI® EYES FREE**

The innovative Siri Eyes Free™ connects with your compatible iPhone®, enabling you to access e-mail, send text messages and more. The Siri feature can also search your portable music collection and use the results to create customized playlists.

**REMOTE TOUCHPAD**

Equal parts functionality and form, the available Remote Touchpad is more than a way to access multimedia, climate control and more. Featuring ample touch surface area, pulsation feedback and intuitive operation via pinch, swipe and flick gestures just like your smartphone, the touchpad found in the NX offers innovation at your fingertips.

**BLUETOOTH® AUDIO**

In addition to easily transferring phone numbers to your vehicle, and placing and ending calls with the touch of a button, Bluetooth® audio technology offers the convenience of accessing and controlling your compatible device’s entire music library and even streaming audio from websites and apps—all while your device remains in your pocket or purse.

**3-D NAVIGATION**

This available voice-activated system can map millions of points of interest across the country and can display information in English, French and Spanish. And, in addition to offering up-to-date traffic and weather information, 3-D city views, and simulated views of approaching highway junctions, it can display the current speed limit and can automatically identify nearby fuel stations if you begin to run low on fuel.

**SIRI® EYES FREE**

The innovative Siri Eyes Free™ connects with your compatible iPhone®, enabling you to access e-mail, send text messages and more. The Siri feature can also search your portable music collection and use the results to create customized playlists.

**REMOTE TOUCHPAD**

Equal parts functionality and form, the available Remote Touchpad is more than a way to access multimedia, climate control and more. Featuring ample touch surface area, pulsation feedback and intuitive operation via pinch, swipe and flick gestures just like your smartphone, the touchpad found in the NX offers innovation at your fingertips.

**BLUETOOTH® AUDIO**

In addition to easily transferring phone numbers to your vehicle, and placing and ending calls with the touch of a button, Bluetooth® audio technology offers the convenience of accessing and controlling your compatible device’s entire music library and even streaming audio from websites and apps—all while your device remains in your pocket or purse.

**3-D NAVIGATION**

This available voice-activated system can map millions of points of interest across the country and can display information in English, French and Spanish. And, in addition to offering up-to-date traffic and weather information, 3-D city views, and simulated views of approaching highway junctions, it can display the current speed limit and can automatically identify nearby fuel stations if you begin to run low on fuel.

**SIRI® EYES FREE**

The innovative Siri Eyes Free™ connects with your compatible iPhone®, enabling you to access e-mail, send text messages and more. The Siri feature can also search your portable music collection and use the results to create customized playlists.
F SPORT
For those with a passion for more power and performance, the NX F SPORT delivers. Putting a bold stamp on the already cutting-edge design of the NX, the F SPORT adds a more responsive sport-tuned suspension, a dynamic front fascia with signature mesh grille, and a variety of performance upgrades. While braced in the driver’s seat, exclusive G-force and turbo-boost gauges further intensify the thrilling driving experience.

MILES BEYOND BOLD.
Pushing boundaries even further, the NX F SPORT offers an exclusive, race-inspired interior with deeply bolstered front sport seats, contrast stitching, and an F SPORT perforated leather–trimmed steering wheel and shift knob. It’s pure invigoration—for all the senses.
FORGE A STRONGER CONNECTION.

Holding corners as easily as it holds your attention, the NX F SPORT features an exclusive suspension tuned by the same team behind the LFA supercar. For added engagement, paddle shifters on the steering wheel help you make the most of its turbocharged engine. And, complementing the exhilarating performance of the vehicle itself, a throaty engine note adds even more excitement when pushing the NX F SPORT to its limit.
ACCESSORIES

A  ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS
Durable channels help keep moisture, dirt and debris from marring the carpet.

B  BODY-SIDE MOLDINGS
With a high-quality body-color finish, these help protect from scratches and dents.

C  ILLUMINATED DOOR SILLS
Illuminated door sills include a protective, stainless-steel overlay.

D  F SPORT 19-IN SPLIT-SIX-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
Add a bold technical design to the aggressive lines of the NX.

E  ROOF RAIL CROSS BARS
Enjoy versatility with lightweight, high-strength aluminum cross bars.

For a complete list of Genuine Lexus Accessories, visit lexus.com/NX/accessories
INDIVIDUAL OPTIONS

- Heated front seats
- Qi-compatible wireless device charger
- Power-folding and -reclining rear seatbacks
- Power open/close rear door
- Power moonroof
- Heated and ventilated front seats
- Heated steering wheel
- Premium Triple-Beam LED headlights
- Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert
- Lane Departure Alert
- Intuitive Parking Assist
- Pre-Collision System (PCS) and Dynamic Radar Cruise Control

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION

- Heated and ventilated front seats
- Leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift knob
- Lexus Display Audio with color multimedia display and eight speakers
- Backup camera
- Roof rails (NXt, NXh AWD)
- Bluetooth and USB smartphone connectivity
- Subscription-free Traffic and Weather updates via HD Radio
- Eight standard airbags
- Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
- Lexus Enform Safety Connect, Service Connect and Remote app. Complimentary for the first year of ownership
- Complimentary scheduled maintenance at 6 months (or 5,000 miles) and at 12 months (or 10,000 miles)

OVERALL LENGTH 182.3 IN / WHEELBASE 104.7 IN / WIDTH 73.6 IN (MIRRORS FOLDED) / HEIGHT 64.8 IN

STANDARD ON EVERY NX

- SmartAccess with push-button Start/Stop
- Drive Mode Select
- Dual-zone automatic climate control with interior air filter
- Power windows with one-touch auto open/close
- Power tilt-and-telescopic steering column (NXh)
- NuLuxe interior trim
- Leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift knob
- Lexus Display Audio with color multimedia display and eight speakers
- Backup camera
- Roof rails (NXt, NXh AWD)
- Bluetooth and USB smartphone connectivity
- Subscription-free Traffic and Weather updates via HD Radio
- Eight standard airbags
- Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
- Lexus Enform Safety Connect, Service Connect and Remote app. Complimentary for the first year of ownership
- Complimentary scheduled maintenance at 6 months (or 5,000 miles) and at 12 months (or 10,000 miles)

FWD STANDARD

- 22/22 CTY EST. MPG
- 28/28 HWY EST. MPG
- 25/25 CMB EST. MPG

AWD AVAILABLE

- 22/22 CTY EST. MPG
- 28/28 HWY EST. MPG
- 25/25 CMB EST. MPG

NX 200 t / NX 300 h

235 HP

IN-LINE 4

2.0-LITER TURBOCHARGED ENGINE

NX 200 t / NX 200 t F SPORT

22/22 CTY EST. MPG

28/28 HWY EST. MPG

25/25 CMB EST. MPG

FWD STANDARD

AWD AVAILABLE

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION (NXh) WITH PADDLE SHIFTERS (NXh F SPORT)

ECVT ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION

22/22 CTY EST. MPG

28/28 HWY EST. MPG

25/25 CMB EST. MPG

NX 300 h

194 TOTAL SYSTEM HP

IN-LINE 4

2.5-LITER ATKINSON-CYCLE ENGINE + LEXUS HYBRID DRIVE

NX 300 h

22/22 CTY EST. MPG

28/28 HWY EST. MPG

25/25 CMB EST. MPG

FWD STANDARD

AWD AVAILABLE

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION

22/22 CTY EST. MPG

28/28 HWY EST. MPG

25/25 CMB EST. MPG

NX 300 h AWD

22/22 CTY EST. MPG

28/28 HWY EST. MPG

25/25 CMB EST. MPG

PREMIUM TRIPLE-BEAM LED HEADLAMPS

BLIND SPOT MONITOR WITH REAR CROSS-TRAFFIC ALERT

LANE DEPARTURE ALERT

INTELLIGENT CRUISE CONTROL

PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM (PCS) AND DYNAMIC RADAR CRUISE CONTROL

ELECTROCHROMIC (AUTO-DIMMING) HEATED OUTSIDE MIRRORS WITH AUTO TILT-DOWN IN REVERSE
PACKAGES

PREMIUM PACKAGE
A. Heated and ventilated front seats (NXt, NXh) or heated front seats (NXi F SPORT)
   - Electrorheometric (auto-dimming) heated outside mirrors with auto tilt-down in reverse
B. Power moonroof
   - Enhanced LED daytime running lights (DRL) with integrated turn indicators
   - 18-in split-five-spoke alloy wheels and 225/60R18 all-season tires

LUXURY PACKAGE
C. Linear Black Shadow wood interior trim
D. Perforated leather–trimmed interior
   - Rain-sensing wipers
   - Heated steering wheel
   - Power open/close rear door
   - Towing capacity: 2,000 lb (NXt); 1,500 lb (NXi AWD)

NAVIGATION PACKAGE
E. Navigation System with color multimedia display
   - Remote Touchpad
   - Voice command
   - Lexus Enform Destinations Complimentary for the first year of ownership
   - Lexus Enform App Suite
   - 10-speaker Lexus Premium Sound System
   - Additional USB port

COMFORT PACKAGE
F. Power tilt-and-telescopic steering column (NXt)

WHEELS

17-in 10-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
STANDARD NXt, NXh

18-in SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
AVAILABLE NXt, NXh

18-in SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS WITH SUPERCHROME FINISH AND SUMMER TIRES
NXt F SPORT

18-in SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS WITH MACHINED FINISH AND ALL-SEASON TIRES
NXt F SPORT

19-in SPLIT-SIX-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
AVAILABLE

NX 200t F SPORT
- F SPORT–tuned suspension
- Race-inspired paddle shifters
- F SPORT front fascia and mesh grille insert
- Aluminum pedals
- F SPORT front fender and rear door badges
- F SPORT perforated leather–trimmed steering wheel and shift knob
- Metallic Sport interior trim
- Black headliner
- G-force and turbo-boost displays
- F SPORT 18-in split-five-spoke alloy wheels with Superchrome finish and 235/55R18 summer tires or 18-in split-five-spoke alloy wheels with machined finish and 225/60R18 all-season tires

10-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
STANDARD NXt, NXh

18-in SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
AVAILABLE NXt, NXh

18-in SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS WITH SUPERCHROME FINISH AND SUMMER TIRES
NXt F SPORT

18-in SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS WITH MACHINED FINISH AND ALL-SEASON TIRES
NXt F SPORT

19-in SPLIT-SIX-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
AVAILABLE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLACK NULUXE</th>
<th>BLACK LEATHER</th>
<th>CRÈME NULUXE</th>
<th>CRÈME LEATHER</th>
<th>FLAXEN NULUXE</th>
<th>RIOJA RED NULUXE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NX 300h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NX 200t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NX 200t F SPORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERIOR & TRIM**

**EXTERIOR**

- OBSIDIAN
- NEBULA GRAY PEARL
- SILVER LINING METALLIC
- EMINENT WHITE PEARL
- AUTUMN SHIMMER
- MATADOR RED MICA
- ULTRA WHITE
- BLACK NULUXE
- BLACK LEATHER
- CRÈME NULUXE
- CRÈME LEATHER
- FLAXEN NULUXE
- RIOJA RED NULUXE

For configuration details, visit lexus.com/NXbuild